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Abstract 

Great American Women and Their Hats: Costumes From American 

History 

Laura Spears, M. F. A  

The University of Texas at Austin, 2013 

Supervisor:  James Glavan 

Great Women and Their Hats: Costumes From American History, is an artistic 

installation featuring five women from America’s past: Dolley Madison, Elizabeth 

Keckley, Lucy Burns, Lois “Lipstick” Long, and Zora Neale Hurston. These women all 

made little known, but important contributions to the state of women and America today. 

The pictures and research information for each woman will create an educational 

environment and background for the centerpiece of the exhibit…their hats! 

In my research for this project, I explored the role of the costume designer as an 

anthropologist.  I researched each woman’s life, her personal style, and hats of her time 

period. Then, I approached a moment from her life as if it were a scene in a play or 

movie, and designed a hat for that moment, based on the primary research. The hats I 

made serve as artifacts of the women and their time, and educate my audience about the 

contributions and achievements of these women to American culture and society. 
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Chapter 1: Great Women and Their Hats 

 

Great Women and Their Hats: Costumes From American History, is an artistic 

installation featuring five women from America’s past: Dolley Madison, Elizabeth 

Keckley, Lucy Burns, Lois “Lipstick” Long, and Zora Neale Hurston. These women all 

made little known, but important contributions to the state of women and America today. 

The pictures and research information for each woman will create an educational 

environment and background for the centerpiece of the exhibit…their hats! 

In my research for this project, I explored the role of the costume designer as an 

anthropologist.  I researched each woman’s life, her personal style, and hats of her time 

period. Then, I approached a moment from her life as if it were a scene in a play or 

movie, and designed a hat for that moment, based on the primary research. The hats I 

made serve as artifacts of the women and their time, and educate my audience about the 

contributions and achievements of these women to American culture and society. 

All five hats will be displayed in an installation at the Bass Concert Hall on the 

University of Texas campus from March 25 to May 12. The back ground for each hat will 

be a large black and white portrait for whom the hat is designed.  With each hat, there is a 

brief bio of the woman’s life and a QR code. When the viewer uses the QR code, they are 

directed to a companion website for the exhibit with additional photos and a more 

extended biography. 
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 My goal is to create something beautiful and educational that celebrates the 

achievements of American women. Our history is important, because knowledge of 

women’s achievements and contributions builds respect for women, and gives positive 

examples and role models to other women.  

 

 

Illustration 1: Great American Women and Their Hats, on display in the Bass Concert 

Hall Lobby.  
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WHY I CHOSE TO STUDY WOMEN’S HISTORY 

 

 The choice of my thesis topic was very reactionary to the political climate in 

which I currently find myself. I chose my thesis topic shortly before the 2012 Presidential 

Election, when the media was talking about the 2012 “War on Women.” The language of 

the debate, especially from the more conservative politicians, began to make me feel 

targeted. 

   This language, new legislation restricting women’s health care, and certain high 

profile cases of violence against women, all made me feel vulnerable and angry. The only 

real action that I felt I could take was to vote for politicians and laws that would protect 

women, but I had already been doing this since I was eighteen, and felt as if my voice had 

not been heard. It began to seem as if the only time people were talking about American 

women, was to discuss our bodies as means for bearing children or our bodies receiving 

physical abuse.  

By celebrating the accomplishments of these five women, I am trying to introduce 

positive language and stories into the conversation about American women, and change 

the current public discourse about women.  

THE NARRATIVES AND VISUAL RESEARCH OF EACH WOMAN 

 

 It should be noted that I have intentionally chosen to refer to all five of these 

women by their first names, instead of the academic tradition of referring to people solely 

by their last names. Due to the fact that four of these five women married one or multiple 
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times during their lives, their last names changed. Using the last name to refer to the 

subject is also a rule that was eschewed by the biographers of Dolley, Lizzie, and Zora.  

 

Chapter 2: The Women 

DOLLEY MADISON 

 

 In 1801, when Dolley Madison first came to Washington, construction of the city 

had only begun nine years previously, and Washington was still a swampy wilderness. 

The buildings were few and perfunctory. Congressmen worked during the day in the still 

incomplete Capitol building. The Federalist and Republican parties were so polarized, 

that the various boarding houses they returned to each evening were divided along party 

lines. Political disputes were often settled in a physically violent nature, whether in the 

chambers of congress or outside the city at the Bladensburg dueling grounds. 

 As the wife of the Secretary of State, and then later the First Lady, Dolley helped 

soothe political tensions. By entertaining both Federalist and Republicans at parties and 

dinners hosted in her home, Dolley created a bipartisan social sphere in Washington 

where politicians could visit with each other. Her feminine influence and talent for 

civility brought much needed refinement to the rugged new city. Every Wednesday night 

during the Madison administration, Dolley hosted a public reception where all were 

welcome. She served punch and ice cream. These parties became so popular and crowded 

that they became known as Mrs. Madison’s “squeezes” (Allgor, 189). 
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Dolley is most remembered today for an act that has become a scene in American 

legend. In 1814, she was one of the last inhabitants of the capital to flee the invading 

British army. When Dolley left the White House, hours before it was torched along with 

much of the city, she rescued many important documents and artifacts of state, among 

them the famous Gilbert Stuart portrait of George Washington.  
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Illustration 2: Portrait of Dolley Madison painted around 1804 by Gilbert Stuart. 

 

Not only was Dolley one of the last to leave the besieged city, she was one of the 

first to return and rebuild. With most of the federal buildings destroyed, along with many 

private homes and businesses, there was talk of relocating the nation’s capital to 

Philadelphia, New York, or Baltimore. While congress was debating whether or not to 

move, Dolley continued to throw her famous Wednesday night parties; she encouraged 

the wealthy residents of D.C. in her social circle to begin funding rebuilding projects, and 

founded the Washington Female Orphan Asylum.  Congress voted by a narrow margin to 

remain in the city. 

Dolley’s bonnet was designed for March 4, 1809, the day that James Madison 

took the oath of office. Both Mr. and Mrs. Madison selected their wardrobe carefully for 

this occasion. Even though cameras had not been invented yet, reporters still verbally 

documented all of the details on such an auspicious occasion as the swearing in of a new 

President. Dressing too plainly would not reflect the elevated status of their station. 

Foreign diplomats would report back to their home country that the dress of Americans 

was crude and out of fashion. However, the United States had recently fought a war to 

throw off the rule of a monarchy, and dressing in a glittering court dress and jewels 

would anger the American people.  

On this cool, cloudy day in March, James Madison wore a black suit of merino 

wool from American sheep, made for him by an American tailor. After the oath, Madison 

was escorted down Pennsylvania Avenue with guns and militia to the Madison house on 
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F Street. Here, he and Dolley greeted guests and well-wishers. The crowd approved of 

Dolley’s attire. She had expertly mixed simplicity and luxury to create a style that fitted 

the First Lady of a democratic nation. Her purple gown was a simple, fine, cambric linen, 

and with it she wore a purple velvet bonnet, trimmed with white satin and a panache of 

feathers (Allgor, 142). That evening, the first inaugural Presidential ball would be held in 

honor of the Madisons. Dolley would change into a buff velvet gown, and an ivory 

turban. 

I used the written historical record of Dolley’s attire that day to design this 

bonnet. I know that at this time, Dolley favored the neoclassical style of dress that was 

popular in France, and that she had a love of bright, rich, colors (Allgor, 235). During 

James’ time as Secretary of State, Dolley’s style was influenced by the wives of 

European foreign diplomats, especially the French. French bonnets in 1809 typically had 

a round crown and a round brim that framed the face. Dolley’s love of clothes, especially 

French clothes, was well known. When friends of the Madison family traveled to Europe, 

they would bring back gifts for Dolley: hats, dresses, trims, jewelry, and the latest fashion 

renderings. 
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Illustration 3: Dolley’s bonnet in process. The crown and brim are still in two pieces. 

You can see the fluffy white ice wool on the brim of the bonnet is still 

exposed.  

 

I followed a similar method of construction that milliners used in 1809. The 

sturdy foundation of bonnets was typically made from straw, or buckram; a course open 

weave fabric coated with an adhesive (Picken, 37). Modern day buckram is coated with 

glue that is activated when the fabric is wetted. Buckram in 1809 was coated with gummy 

resin from tree bark. To give the bonnet a soft, round shape, I covered the buckram base 

with a few layers of cotton wadding. In millinery, this process is called mulling (Dreher, 
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73). Once the structure and shape of the bonnet and brim were created with buckram and 

mulled, I covered them in purple velvet and lined both with white satin. 

To trim the bonnet, I created a rosette, also called a cockade or chou, out of white 

silk ribbon. Rosettes became popular hat trims, for both men and women in the late 18
th

 

and early 19
th

 centuries. Like many other elements of fashion, it was borrowed from 

military uniforms of the time. Officers wore ribbon cockades of various colors on their 

hats to indicate their rank (Picken, 70). The white rosette on Dolley’s bonnet is a nod to 

popular hat trims of her day, and her new political rank as the wife of the President. 

 

 

Illustration 4: Process photo of the rosette. To give the loops a little extra bounce, I flat 

lined them with nylon horsehair braid.  
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A cluster of pearls at the center of the rosette, and ostrich feather plumes finish off 

the bonnet. I chose these because they were some of Dolley’s favorite luxury items with 

which to accessorize. Later on in the Madison Presidency, when Dolley made the turban 

a popular style among American women, she would often pin her pearl jewelry and affix 

ostrich feathers to her famous turbans, another style she adopted from fashionable French 

ladies of the day. 
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Illustration 5: The finished bonnet for Dolley Madison on model Kelly Decker.  
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ELIZABETH KECKLEY 

 

The world recently re-discovered the remarkable Elizabeth Keckley. She is a 

featured character in director Stephen Spielberg’s film Lincoln. Mrs. Lincoln’s 

Dressmaker, a new novel by Jennifer Chiaverini, is a fictional story based on Elizabeth’s 

life. She is a character in two new plays; A Civil War Christmas by Paula Vogel at The 

New York Theatre Workshop and Arena Stage’s Mary T. & Lizzy K by Tazewell 

Thompson. This new interest in Elizabeth (known as Lizzie) as a historical figure is 

understandable. After all, it is no small accomplishment for a woman born a slave to 

become Washington D.C.’s most sought after dressmaker, a business owner, the 

president of a humanitarian organization, and a published author. 

 When Lizzie came to Washington D.C. as a free woman in 1859, the population 

of the city was approximately 75,000 inhabitants. Over the next five years, 40,000 

escaped black slaves came to the seat of the Union-seeking asylum (National Park 

Service). The Union considered runaway slaves contraband, and refused to return them to 

their Confederate owners. They came north with no money and few, if any, personal 

possessions and lived in makeshift contraband camps around the city.  

 In the summer of 1862, Lizzie and a friend were out for an evening walk and 

observed a white family giving a party for the benefit of wounded soldiers. “This 

suggested an idea to me,” wrote Lizzie. “If the white people can give festivals to raise 

funds for the relief of suffering soldiers, why should not the well-to-do colored people go 

to work to do something for the benefit of the suffering blacks?” (Fleischner, 248) The 
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following Sunday, Lizzie announced her plan to her church. Within two weeks, she had 

founded the Contraband Relief Association. With forty other women she raised money to 

provide food, shelter, clothing, and medical care to escaped slaves. Her travels with Mary 

Lincoln allowed her the opportunity to raise additional funds in New York, and found a 

branch society in Boston.  

 

Illustration 6: Photograph of Elizabeth Keckley, taken around 1860.  
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Lizzie’s life highlights the complexity of race relations in the mid nineteenth 

century. Her biological parents were an enslaved black woman and a white plantation 

owner. Lizzie lived the first 34 years of her life in involuntary servitude to her own 

family, before she purchased her own freedom. It was then that she moved to Washington 

D.C. where Mary Lincoln hired Lizzie as a dressmaker. They became so close that Lizzie 

was the first person Mary sent for the night her husband was assassinated. After his 

death, Mary gave Lizzie the brush that she frequently used to comb the President’s hair 

(Fleischner 292). Indeed, Lizzie lived her life in a grey area, as a sister/slave, and then a 

Negro employee who became a close friend. 

  Despite her close relationship to the Lincoln family, Lizzie only requested 

a social invitation to The White House on one occasion. On April 11, 1865, Lincoln 

delivered a speech from a second story window of The White House. The President had 

been called upon to speak immediately following the surrender of the Confederacy days 

before, but he declined, and promised to speak on this particular evening. Lizzie asked 

Mary if she might attend, and bring a friend, and Mary consented.  

Lincoln delivered his speech that night from a second story window to a massive 

crowd that had gathered on the lawn of the White House. Watching from windows 

flanking Lincoln were White House guests, including Lizzie, and the Lincoln family. The 

façade of the White House and the lawn were lit with hundreds of candles. To complete 

the tableau, Lincoln’s son tad held a lamp aloft his father’s notes while he read. 

Three days after this picturesque evening at the White House, Lincoln would be 

assassinated. This event would ultimately have a detrimental effect on Lizzie’s career and 
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her relationship with Mary. On the night of the assassination, Mary sent for Lizzie almost 

immediately after she had been escorted away from Ford’s Theatre. Three messengers 

were dispatched to locate her and bring her to Mrs. Lincoln, but all of them could not find 

the house. The next day, Lizzie came to Mary and hardly left her side over the following 

weeks. She would even sleep in Mrs. Lincoln’s room. When it came time for Mary Todd 

Lincoln to leave the White House, Lizzie assisted in the packing and even went and 

stayed with Mary in Chicago after the move. In all of the time that she had devoted to 

Mary following her husband’s death, Lizzie’s dressmaking business was left unattended, 

and suffered as a result. 

Lizzie published her memoirs of her years in the White House soon after 

Lincoln's death. Mary viewed memoirs as a breach of confidence, and their relationship 

ended. Lizzie continued to work as a dressmaker, but her business was never as 

successful as it had been in the 1860’s. She died in Washington D.C. in 1907. At the time 

of her death, she was living at the National Home for destitute colored women and 

orphans, one of the many charitable groups that her organization helped to found. 

 Though there are records that chronicle the entirety of Lizzie’s eventful life, I 

have no exact record of Lizzie’s hats. As the most sought after modiste in Washington 

D.C, she likely had very good taste and took great care with her appearance. Although 

her clients were the wives of very wealthy men, she herself never became wealthy. 

Financially, in 1865 Lizzie was among the middle class. Her clothes would have been 

well constructed and of good material, but still of modest cost and decoration. The bonnet 
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I designed reflects Lizzie’s middle class status and that of a woman with taste and 

decorum. 

Lizzie, however, would not be limited in her choice of materials. The middle class 

of 1865 had a growing amount of options in the materials they purchased for their 

clothes. The advances in technology made fashionable clothing much more affordable. 

The sewing machine, invented in the 1840’s, speed up the manufacture of clothing. No 

doubt Lizzie had a sewing machine in her workroom that allowed her to produce 

garments at a much faster rate for her clients. By the 1860’s, attachments for sewing 

machines made it easier to sew on trim and braid, add tucks, pleats and gathers. As a 

result, clothing and hats in this time period were highly ornamented with ruffles, pleats, 

and trim (Eubanks, 301). 

 In other advancements Aniline dyes were developed. Before the availability of 

these synthetic dyes, fabric was colored with plant-based dyes. One of the first colors of 

aniline dye produced was a vivid magenta (Eubanks, 303). The color became very 

popular in Victorian women’s fashions. The first dress that Lizzie Made for Mary Todd 

Lincoln was of a rose colored moiré silk, the dress was at the height of fashion and 

technology (Fleischner,126). 

 The most ubiquitous head covering for American women in the 1860’s was the 

bonnet. The bonnet was the style for many decades, but the shape of the bonnet evolved 

every couple of years. During the Civil War, bonnets that sat far back off the face that 

exposed the forehead and the hairline were popular (Cumming 104). The specific shape I 

chose for Lizzie is called the spoon bonnet. The spoon bonnet is characterized by a 
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straight line from the crown at the back of the hat to the tip of the brim, going up at a 

severe slant. This, and its oval shape make it appear that a large spoon frames the 

wearer’s head. A ruffle, called a bavolet, skirts the back of the hat around the neck 

(Mackenzie 58). 

 

Illustration 7: A plaster bonnet block of the 1860’s. 

In my research, I found a photograph of a plaster base from the 1860’s that 

milliners used to shape straw spoon bonnets. I recreated this base using layers of pink 

insulation foam stacked and glued together. Then I carved and sanded the layers of foam 

until the block was the desired shape of the bonnet. This method of creating a custom hat 

block has many advantages. All of the materials needed such as; foam, foam glue, rasp, 

sand paper, and a drywall knife, are inexpensive and can be purchased at any hardware 

store. The shapes of hat blocks are limited only by one’s imagination. The final product is 

lightweight, and durable. When blocking a felt or straw hat on this hat block, the blank is 

anchored very securely by pinning into the block. The blocks are also re-usable.  
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Illustration 8: The pink foam spoon bonnet block I carved, with the unblocked straw 

hood.  

 

For Lizzie, I chose a straw hood with a honeycomb pattern woven into the hood. 

Since the Victorians loved embellishment, I wanted no surface on Lizzie’s bonnet to be 

unpatterned or unadorned. Before I blocked the hood on my spoon bonnet block, I dyed it 

to a soft natural rose color. For Lizzie’s bonnet, I used fabrics and trims in popular 

Victorian colors: magenta, purple, green, and gold. The rose color would be a good 

canvass for all of these colors.  
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Illustration 9: The straw hood with all of the fabrics and trimmings used in Elizabeth 

Keckley’s bonnet.  

 

The material that a bonnet was made from was determined by the season. 

However, as bonnets that left so much of the forehead exposed were worn for decorative, 

not practical purposes, the calendar date instead of the temperature had a greater effect on 

the material. Recalling her Victorian child hood, the artist Gwen Raverrat said “Males 

and females alike, we had always to wear something on our heads out of doors. Even for 

children playing in the garden this was absolutely necessary. According to the weather 

we were told that we should catch a cold or get a sunstroke if we went bareheaded. But 

the real reason was that it was proper, that the hat was an essential part of the dress.” 

(Clark, 86) 
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Women wore these decorative bonnets indoors and out in the 1860’s. Formal 

occasions, such as church, visiting, parties called for the head to be covered. Inside, on 

the second floor of the White House on that April night in 1865, Lizzie would have kept 

her bonnet on, instead of taking it off once indoors.  

 Many of the hats I examined from the late nineteenth century were decorated with 

silk velvet flowers. Although the antique flowers on these hats were manufactured over a 

hundred years ago, they still look brand new. Their colors are still bright and vivid, and 

the silk is still reflective. Spoon bonnets were often decorated with bouquets of flowers 

inside the brim face, and I chose magenta and purple velvet silk flowers. In the 

candlelight of the White House on this April evening, I imagine that the flowers and 

leaves perched over Lizzie’s face would reflect like tiny jewels. 
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Illustration 10: The finished spoon bonnet for Elizabeth Keckley, photographed on 

model Jocelyn Pettway. 
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LUCY BURNS 

 

 “We shall fight for the things which we have always carried nearest our hearts--

for democracy, for the right of those who submit to authority to have a voice in their own 

governments." So read the banner carried by Lucy Burns, women’s right activist and co-

founder of the National Women’s Party, in June of 1917. However, the words on her 

banner were not her own. Lucy’s banner contained a direct quote from President 

Woodrow Wilson’s declaration of war on Germany. She and other “silent sentinels” that 

stood outside the White House gates often repeated President Wilson’s words on 

democracy back to him to plead the case of the 20,000,000 American women who were 

not self-governed. 

Although the National Women’s Party had begun their banner campaign in 

January of 1917, the Sentinels outside of the White House with their signs were largely 

ignored until the United States entered World War I. After this, their messages directed 

toward the President were seen as unpatriotic. The banners began to draw crowds. 

Sometimes these crowds grew angry and hurled insults and other objects. Policemen 

allowed onlookers to destroy the women’s banners and then arrested the women for the 

only legal charge that they could come up with: blocking traffic. 

This was not the first time Lucy had been arrested for demonstrating. She and 

Alice Paul had met years before at a police station in England while incarcerated for 

demonstrating with English suffragists. Alice noticed that Lucy was wearing an 

American flag pin on her lapel and introduced herself. Upon their return to United States, 
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both women began working with the National American Women’s Suffrage Association. 

NAWSA focused its efforts on achieving suffrage on a state-by-state basis, and they 

disapproved of Lucy and Alice’s direct tactics focused on federal legislation. Lucy and 

Alice broke with NAWSA and founded their own organization, National Women’s Party. 

The sole objective of the NWP was “to secure an amendment to the United States 

Constitution enfranchising women.” 

Lucy and 30 other picketers, including 73-year-old Mary Nolan were arrested and 

sentenced to jail time for the November 10
th

 picket. Members of the NWP had been 

arrested on numerous occasions since June of 1917, but this incarceration would see the 

most brutal treatment of the women. They would be denied legal counsel, sanitary food, 

and sleeping conditions. As punishment for calling out to another inmate who was being 

abused by prison guards, Lucy’s hands were chained above her head to her cell door for 

an entire night. In protest of the poor living conditions, Lucy and other inmates began a 

hunger strike. Prison doctors physically restrained her and force-fed her through a tube 

inserted into her nostril many times during her imprisonment (The Suffragist, Dec 1917) 

Lucy’s White House banner campaign gained national attention. There was a 

public outcry against the treatment of the imprisoned members of the NWP, and a federal 

amendment for women’s suffrage gained more support. The NWP used this national 

support and the congressional election of 1918 to replace congressmen who did not 

support suffrage with those who did.  

  On November 10, 1917 Lucy carried one of her last banners to the White House, 

as part of a grand picket in a line with forty other suffragists. The NWP’s sent picketers 
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to the White House six days a week in small groups. A large picket line was called for by 

the NWP’s newsletter, The Suffragist for Saturday, November 10, 1917. They hoped that 

at least 100 of their members would participate, and 40 women answered the call. They 

departed from their DC headquarters in groups and carried their banners to the White 

House gates. 

 

Illustration 11: Lucy photographed sitting outside of her cell at the Occaquon 

Workhouse in 1917.  
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Because of the efforts of Lucy, Alice and countless other suffragettes who 

tirelessly fought for women’s rights, the nineteenth amendment was ratified in 1920. 

Alice Paul and the NWP continued the push for gender equality in the United States with 

the Equal Rights Amendment. Lucy, however, retired from her career as an activist. The 

fight for suffrage had been physically and mentally draining, and she was tired. Lucy 

moved back to her hometown of Brooklyn, New York to care for her orphaned niece. 

Lucy died in Brooklyn in 1966. 

Like Lucy, many women of 1917 were abandoning the aggressively feminine 

style of the Gibson girl for a more practical form of dress. This could be attributed to the 

cultural advances of the women’s movement and women’s emancipation (Kemper 128), 

but there were many other factors affecting women’s dress at the time. 

During World War I, the fabrics were rationed. Straight skirts that reached the 

ankles replaced the floor sweeping skirts of the early 20
th

 century to conserve fabric 

(Kemper 141). In previous years, women’s hats had reached huge proportions to balance 

their large skirts, now smaller styles, such as the toque were in fashion. The fur felt hat I 

designed for Lucy is based off of the smaller hats with upturned asymmetrical brims of 

the period, sometimes referred to as “flower pot hats.”  

Government also played a role in fashionable hat trims of the time. In 1896, two 

Massachusetts sisters founded one of the first Audubon societies in reaction to the 

overhunting of birds for the sake of the millinery industry. Feathers, wings, and even 

whole stuffed birds were popular hat accents and the demand for them had led some 

species to be hunted to near extinction. The activism of these environmental societies led 
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to the passage of The Lacy Act in 1900. This act banned the sale of certain feathers 

(Cumming 143). 

 However, ostrich feathers were not affected by this ban. Ostrich feathers can be 

collected from the bird without killing or harming the animal. Farms in Texas, Arizona, 

California, and Arkansas, and Florida supplied the millinery industry with inexpensive, 

easily dyed, cruelty free feathers. Feathers from domestic birds, such as roosters, ducks, 

and turkeys were also unaffected by the Lacey Act.  

Photographs of Lucy demonstrating in the 1910’s depict her clothing as well 

tailored. She preferred suits to dresses, and darker colors to light. Compared to the other 

women on the picket line, Lucy’s clothes were well made with clean lines. No wonder 

New York newspapers rumored that she intended to run for Congress. The wool and 

serge fabrics she favored were more akin to a politician’s suit instead of a debutante’s 

gown. For this reason I designed Lucy a simple navy wool hat with strong design lines. 

Because feathers were still fashionable and readily available, Lucy’s hat is trimmed with 

a tuft of navy blue ostrich plumes and a small fan of mallard feathers 

To create this hat, I used two hat blocks. I steamed the rabbit fur felt hood until it 

was hot and damp, and then pulled it down over a round balsa head block. After the hood 

had dried, I cut it down to the size I wanted. I used the remaining piece of the felt for the 

brim. For the brim block, I used the crown block of a large top hat. The outside curve of 

the top hat block was similar to the upward curve I wanted for the brim, but it was not 

quite there. After the brim had dried, I took it off the top hat block and exaggerated the 

curve by steaming the felt again and shaping it by hand. 
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Illustration 12: The finished hat for Lucy Burns, photographed on model Kaitlyn 

Aylward.  
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LOIS LONG 

 “My girlish delight in barrooms…which serve the best beefsteaks in New York, 

received a serious setback a week or so ago in a place which shall, not to say should, be 

nameless. The cause was a good, old-fashioned raid. It wasn’t one of those refined, 

modern, things, where gentlemen in evening dress arise suavely from ringside tables and 

depart, arm in arm with head waiters no less correctly clad. It was one of those movie 

affairs, where burly cops kick down the doors, and women fall fainting on the tables, and 

strong men crawl under them and waiters shriek and start throwing bottles out of 

windows. A big Irish cop regarded me with a sad eye and remarked, ‘Kid, you’re too 

good for this dump,’ and politely opened a window leading to the fire escape. I made a 

graceful exit.” (Zeitz, 102). 

This excerpt from The New Yorker’s weekly column, Tables for Two sets the 

scene for a typical night out on the town for Lois Long, known to her readers simply as 

“Lipstick.” Lois began her career as a columnist at The New Yorker in 1925, at the age of 

23. As Lipstick, she chronicled the social club life of New York speakeasies during

Prohibition (The Vassar Encyclopedia). 

Early in her writing career Lois Long would often go undercover. Her goal was to 

blend with the usual clientele of the Jazz clubs and maintain her anonymity. For two 

years, the identity of Lipstick was unknown to her readers. Her cover was blown with the 

highly publicized announcement of her engagement to the cartoonist, Peter Arno, with 

whom she worked at The New Yorker (the Vassar Encyclopedia). Since being hired in 
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1925 by the owner of The New Yorker, Harold Ross, Lois became the pulse of the 

magazine. She was a New York insider, a party girl, and exactly the type of young, 

glamorous and witty woman that Harold Ross, owner of The New Yorker, wanted his 

readers to associate with (Zeitz, 89).  

After the success of her column Tables for Two Harold Ross made Lois the 

Fashion editor of The New Yorker in January of 1927 at the age of 24. Unlike previous 

fashion reporting Lois’ column covered ready to wear fashions instead of the latest 

couture fashions from French salons. The boom in economic prosperity of the 1920’s, 

along with the new trend of department stores such had created a new kind of 

consumerism. Clothes, hats, make-up, handbags, and more were all now mass-produced, 

which in turn drove the prices of these items down. The fashions that the department 

stores were selling were often based of the latest silhouettes coming from Paris designers 

such as Coco Chanel or Jean Patou, but the growing middle class of America could now 

afford them (Kemper, 384 ).  
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Illustration 13: Lois Long, (standing) and an unknown woman in a staged photograph 

from Lois’ early days at The New Yorker.  

 

Her salary at The New Yorker, just under $4000 a year, made Lois a part of this 

middle class. In later years, after the popularity of the magazine increased and her salary 

did as well, Lois would be able to afford hats from couture New York designers such as 

Lily Daché (Zeitz, 105). However, as a young workingwoman in the 1920’s, Lois favored 
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the millinery salons at department stores such as Lord and Taylor, Bonwit Teller, and 

Macy’s. Her writing often reflected her savvy on the subject of quality and price, 

It is true that nobody can design clothes better than the French.  But the 

big and popular couturiers are decidedly giving the lie to the tradition of exquisite 

French workmanship.  Go ahead and buy an original little Chanel around here if 

you want to.  And watch it drop to pieces on your back the second wearing.  The 

franc is going up, French prices are going up, the duty is as heavy as ever, and the 

clothes are slung together.  Copies, either here or in Paris, and reproductions may 

not give you the same feeling as a celebrated label, but they do stay together 

longer.  And it is just about time that American women acquired some sense on 

the subject (On and Off the Avenue). 

Lois’ career as a fashion journalist lasted until her retirement in 1968; She died 

not long after in 1974. Lois had no desire for a funeral, nor would a funeral have been a 

fitting tribute to the life of the woman who once infuriated her boss by roller skating back 

and forth through the office to communicate with her assistant, whose desk was on the 

opposite end of the building. So instead, her daughter threw a cocktail party in Lois’ 

honor. 

During her long career Lois would have seen many fashion styles come and go. I 

focused on the styles she would have covered in her first articles. The first wave of 

fashion Lois documented was the “Flapper” or “garcone” look of the 1920’s. Women 

bobbed their hair short. Dresses became scandalously looser and shorter – going from 
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floor length to just below the knee. The art deco movement influenced fashion as well 

with geometric shapes and bright colors. 

Part of the iconography of this style, was the cloche hat. The cloche originated in 

France at the millinery salon of Caroline Reboux. A Reboux cloche was specially made 

for the client. Reboux would place a soft felt hood over her clients head, then drape, fold, 

and cut the fabric to achieve the perfect fit and look (Riley, 17). The close fitting 

silhouette that Reboux created was adapted for ready-made hats. Soon the cloche was 

ubiquitous for women of any economic status. Couture houses and department stores 

carried the style. In keeping with Reboux’s original concept, cloches often had drapes 

and folds in their design. Any ornamentation, such as appliques, embroidery, jeweled 

brooches, scarves, fans or feathers were kept asymmetrically to one side of the head 

(Cumming, 140). 

The cloche also helped to promulgate the bobbed hairstyle of the 1920’s. The only 

other time in history when women had cut their hair short was for a brief while during the 

Directoire period from 1795 to 1799. From 1800 to 1920 the fashion dictated that long 

hair be worn piled on the head in braids and buns. Women’s hats were the perched on the 

elaborate hairstyles. In 1920, hats like the cloche and the wide brimmed Pamela were 

worn close to the head, covering or nearly covering the ears and the forehead and 

hugging the nape of the neck. Women had a choice: wear an outdated style or cut their 

hair short (Lavin, 233). 

The cloche I designed for Lois Long would likely be worn on an undercover 

evening like those she had in her early career as Lipstick. The cloche has three pleats 
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above the left eye, radiating from an enamel brooch. It is made of jewel tone green wool, 

appropriate to the art deco movement. I imagine she would have worn this hat on an 

evening at the clubs 

For the construction of Lois’ cloche, I followed a similar method as Reboux. Felt 

millinery hoods are still available for purchase today. The green hood I chose was a 

rabbit fur felt, with a luxurious velour finish. The hood was made pliable enough to work 

with by placing it on a hat steamer and allowing the seam to saturate the hood, making it 

hot and damp. Instead of working directly on a human head like Reboux, I placed the 

hood over a balsa head block, and stretched, folded and sculpted the felt until I had 

achieved the shape I desired. To achieve the dramatic pleating I designed, it was 

necessary for me to cut the crown away from the brim of the cloche and seam them back 

together. To hide the stitches, I covered the seam with a delicate hatband made of green 

silk rouleux. 
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Illustration14: A process photo of Lois’ cloche. Here, you see the hood pulled over the 

balsa block. I have secured the pleats with pinning a piece of elastic over 

them to hold them in place while they set. 

Throughout the construction, I checked this hat on the model’s head and spent 

some time draping a few pleats to see how they would best compliment her face. After 

the draping was finished I cut the brim down to its finished width. To help the hat retain 

its shape, I coated the inside with a chemical hat sizing.  The hat was finished with a 

grosgrain band stitched to the inside to help the felt from stretching out with repeated 

wear. The band also helps to indicate how the hat should be placed on the head with a 

small bow to indicate the center back of the hat. 
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Illustration 15: The finished cloche for Lois Long on model Susan MacCorkle. 
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ZORA NEALE HURSTON 

 As early as childhood, the anthropologist and playwright, Zora Neale Hurston 

had a knack for swapping stories. 

 I used to take a seat on top of the gatepost and watch the world go by. 

One-way to Orlando ran past my house, so the carriages and cars would pass 

before me. The movement made me glad to see it. Often, the white travelers 

would hail me, but more often, I hailed them and asked, ‘Don’t you want me to go 

a piece of the way with you?’ 

She would travel a little of the way with her new acquaintance, either telling them 

stories or asking them questions about themselves, then she would trot back down the 

road to her family’s home in Eatonville, Florida (Hurston, Dust Tracks, 45). 

 Travelling and story telling became Zora’s livelihood from the time she left 

Florida as a teenager in 1914.  She spent the rest of her life on the road, collecting stories 

and research that she would use in her plays, essays and novels As an educated African 

American woman she helped debunk racist theories and share that evidence with 

audience through theatre. She is most remembered for her novel, Their Eyes Were 

Watching God. 

 Zora left her Florida home to serve as the personal maid to a touring opera singer. 

The Gilbert and Sullivan opera company ended their tour in Baltimore, MD. Zora stayed 

in the city for two years attending high school, but soon transferred to Howard College in 

Washington, D.C. From Howard, Zora went to New York, to study at Columbia College 
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with the noted anthropologist, Franz Boas. Before Boaz, the study of anthropology was 

based mostly on anecdotal evidence instead of observable facts. Like all of his students, 

Boaz expected Zora to be meticulous in her research. One of her first field research tasks 

was to measure the skulls of her African American neighbors in Harlem. Armed with a 

set of calipers she carried in her purse, she set out to disprove the anthropological theory 

that blacks had smaller brains than whites (Hurston, Speak Again, 17). 

As an anthropologist, Zora went on several tours of the southern United States 

collecting the folklore and songs of African American communities. She went to South 

Carolina and interviewed Cudjo Lewis, the last surviving person that was captured in 

Africa and transported across the Atlantic during the slave trade. She stayed in labor 

camps in Florida and collected the stories of lumber workers and railroad crews. She 

went to New Orleans and the Bahamas and studied hoodoo 
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.

Illustration 16: Zora on a research trip to Belle Grade, Florida in 1935, pictured with a 

group of local children 

It was not easy to be a black woman traveling alone through the southern states in 

the 1920’s and 30’s. The Ku Klux Klan had seen an increase in numbers, and Zora often 

had to drive through their territory alone. Segregation laws meant that sometimes she 

could not find a restaurant or a hotel on the road that would accept black customers. Zora 

traveled with a pistol, and often had to sleep in her car (Boyd, 145). 
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Charlotte Osgood Mason, a wealthy widower who used her money to fund the 

work of many black artists, funded Zora’s research. Charlotte was also the benefactress 

of the famous poet and social activist, Langston Hughes. Charlotte gave Zora a monthly 

stipend that varied between one hundred and two hundred dollars, a modern day 

equivalent of between 20,000 and 40,000 a year. Considering the number of days that 

Zora spent traveling, this was a tight budget. Many of her clothes were hand me downs 

from other beneficiaries of Charlotte Mason (Boyd, 117) 

  While in the field, Zora soon learned that her style of dress was important. On her 

first excursion to a railroad camp, Zora had a hard time getting the people to open up to 

her and share their folklore. She soon discovered that her attire was the problem. The 

inhabitants of the poor community did not trust this woman in a neat department store 

dress with her own car. Assuming that she worked for the police or the federal 

government, the camp inhabitants were guarded in her presence. Zora explained her nice 

clothes and car away with a story that she was a bootlegger (Boyd, 214).  

Through this experience Zora learned the importance of costume in gaining the 

trust of her subjects. On her subsequent trips, Zora would dress in overalls, work shirts, 

no make-up, and tie her hair back in a bandana. While in the city, Zora was known for 

her unique attire. “In uptown Manhattan, one puts on one’s best clothes and fares forth to 

pass the time pleasantly with friends and acquaintances, and most important of all, the 

strangers he is sure of meeting.” (Hurston, Speak Again, 17). Zora would pair dramatic 

accessories, such as big necklaces, scarves, and hats, with her wardrobe basics to vary her 

outfits. She was especially fond of hats.  
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     In 1932, Zora lived in New York and worked on her Broadway play, The Great 

Day, which dramatized the life in one of the many railroad camps she visited. Zora wove 

the community’s works songs, their children’s games, their dances, and even a Sunday 

worship service and sermon into the text of the play. She acted as writer, director, and 

choreographer for the production.  

In the 1930’s, the movie industry had a big influence on the fashionable styles. 

Accessories and hats took on a more fantastical look. Department stores created new lines 

of clothing based on copies of Hollywood costume designer’s creations (Reilly, 15). Hats 

with narrower crowns that perched on the head and exposed the face replaced the limited 

silhouettes of the 1920’s, such as the cloche and the Pamela. Popular styles were the 

profile hat, which sat on the side of the head, and the postilion, a high hat with a high flat 

crown and a narrow rolled brim (Picken, 166) 

The hat I designed portrays Zora as she would look in the city in 1932 directing 

her play. In order to command attention, Zora would be attracted to hats of the day that 

drew attention to the face. For this reason I chose a halo hat for Zora. The halo hat was 

worn well back on the head. The large round brim framed the wearer’s head, much like a 

halo in religious painting.  I chose a soft grey felt hood for this hat, since neutral tones 

were fashionable in the 1930’s. A neutral colored hat would be appealing to Zora since 

she could pair it with many outfits. 
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Illustration 17: A process photo of the brim being shaped over the brim block. 

 

Halo hats were made of pulled felt much like the cloche I made for Lois Long. I 

began by choosing a hat block from the stock of antique wooden hat blocks available in 

the Costume Shop of The University of Texas at Austin. The hat block I chose came in 

two parts. The first part is much like the simple balsa wood block I would use to make a 

close fitting cloche. The second part is used to pull the wide round brim of the halo hat. 

The shape of the hat required the hood to be separated into two parts, the crown and the 

brim, so they could be pulled separately and sewn together after they were shaped. I 

began by covering these blocks with plastic wrap to protect them from steam damage. 
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This preserves them for future use and also helped me to remove the dry felt after pulling. 

I placed the grey felt hood on a hat steamer and allowed the steam to saturate the hood, 

making it hot and damp. Once the crown and brim dried, I stabilized the edge of the brim 

and the head size opening with millinery wire. I sewed them together with small tight 

stitches and covered the wire with grosgrain ribbon dyed to match the felt. The hat is 

decorated with a bold black band and bow in keeping with Zora’s bold aesthetic. 
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Illustration 18: The finished halo hat for Zora photographed on model, Antoinette 

Robinson.  
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Chapter 3: Research 

THE RESEARCH PROCESS 

When I conceived this project, the first step was to select the five women I 

wished to research. This task required research in itself. I had a list of requisites I wanted 

to meet. I wanted my choices to span a period of time in history. I wanted my choices to 

be women from different cultural backgrounds and socioeconomic classes. It was also 

important each woman was distinguished for something besides her clothing. 

All five women I chose were present at crucial events in American history, 

and they all left a record of the history they witnessed. The five women I selected 

allowed me to represent history from 1809 to 1932.  I picked women who were known 

for a major contribution to American society or culture, such as Lucy Burn’s push for 

suffrage or Dolley Madison’s unification of two warring political parties. 

My research needed to be diverse as well. I read biographies. But I also made 

an effort to find primary source period research for each woman. I read primary source 

material written by each woman. Dolley Madison wrote many letters, Elizabeth Keckley, 

Zora Neale Hurston, and Lois Long were all published authors, and Lucy Burns’ quotes 

contributed to many articles written in her time. For each woman, I also had at least three 

photographs or portraits of them. Through travel, I was even able to put myself in the 

geographical location of some of these women. I visited Montpelier, Virginia, the former 

home of Dolley Madison. I also traveled to Washington, D.C. 
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 Washington, D.C. was a pivotal city for four of the women I researched. The 

White House played a role in the lives of Dolley Madison, Elizabeth Keckley, and Lucy 

Burns. Two days at the Sewall-Belmont House on Capital Hill garnered valuable research 

in the form of magazines and photographs of Lucy Burns. At the Library of Congress, I 

found copies of nearly every article written by Lois Long. At the Smithsonian American 

History Museum, I was also able to see some of the dresses Elizabeth Keckley created for 

Mary Todd Lincoln, as well as some of the dresses worn by Dolley Madison. 

 My research of the fashions and hats of the period for each woman included 

studying antique hats. The historical hats collections at Arena Stage in Washington, D.C. 

and the University of Texas at Austin included hats from the period of Elizabeth Keckley, 

Lucy Burns, Lois Long, and Zora Neale Hurston. Examining these hats made me realize 

that the materials I selected for the construction of my hats would need to be historically 

accurate as possible to create the most believable reconstruction of an artifact. 

Occasionally, substitutions would have to be made. For example, I had to use millinery 

wire instead of willow cane in the structure for Elizabeth Keckley’s bonnet. However, by 

selecting specific fabrics and trims for the hats I was able to achieve the desired historical 

look. For example, many of the hats I researched from the nineteenth century were 

trimmed with brightly colored silk velvet flowers. Trimming Elizabeth Keckley’s spoon 

bonnet with silk velvet flowers instead of plastic flowers made the hat look much more 

like an object created in 1865. 

 For all five women, I had first hand accounts of the hats that they wore. It is a 

recorded fact that on the day of James Madison’s inauguration, Dolley Madison wore a 
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simple purple linen gown, and an ostentatious bonnet made of purple velvet and white 

satin, trimmed with white feather plumes. I had many photographs of Zora Neale 

Hurston, and in most of them, she was wearing a hat. When I first selected Lucy Burns, I 

assumed that the hat of a suffragist would be wide brimmed with huge adornments, but 

through examining photos, I learned that Lucy favored small hats with feathers. It was 

easy to determine what sort of hat Lois Long would wear, since one of her fashion 

columns outlined her advice on buying a cloche (Long, 54). 

HATS FOR A GOOD CAUSE 

 

 In the fall of 2012, I was preparing for my winter semester break by looking 

up research institutions and museums that I could take advantage of while visiting my 

family in the Washington, D.C. area. The online exhibits of the National Women’s 

History Museum had been very helpful to me in my earlier research, so I decided to look 

up their location. I was hoping that like the Sewall-Belmont House, they would have 

archives or a library that I could access. 

 I was disappointed to learn that the National Women’s History Museum had 

no permanent, bricks and mortar museum in Washington. Legislation in the House of 

Representatives and the Senate has been introduced multiple times to find a building site, 

and to consider including a museum on American Women’s History in the Smithsonian 

Institution. The bill passed in both the House, and the Senate, but never in the same 

Congress. H.R. 863 and S. 398 are still pending. They were re-introduced to both houses 

of Congress on February 27, 2013. Even if the bills do pass, they do not grant any federal 
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funds to be allocated to the museum, so it must be built with public monies through 

donations. 

With the National Women’s Museum, I felt that I had a chance to use my hat 

creations toward advancing the study of women’s history even after my installation 

closed at the University of Texas. In partnership with the NWHM, this project will 

continue by expanding the number of hats in the exhibit and will offer those hats for sale 

as a fund raising effort for the museum.  

Through my five hats I have been able to contribute to the public knowledge 

of women’s history. In creating this project, my hope was to use my interest in fashion 

history, costuming, and hats to create positive discourse about American women. I am 

thrilled that through my partnership with NWHM, the impact of my research and hats 

will go beyond Austin, Texas; to a national level. When I chose costume construction as 

my vocation, it never occurred to me that I could use my skills as a craftsperson to 

educate and empower. Great American Women and Their Hats: Costume From History is 

my first project, of what I plan to be many, with such a mission. 
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